
La Palma & El Tucan Geisha

The Region 

Surrounding the capital Bogota, the region of Cundinamarca is home to some of Colombia’s most important coffee 

producers. On the slopes of the Colombian Andes, in the Zipacon mountain range, coffee producers work in union 

with the environment, whose rich ecosystems provide the perfect conditions for a whole range of coffee varietals, 

including Geisha. Below a layer of native Andean flora, the shade-grown coffee demonstrates the philosophy of con-

servation and environmental sustainability.

The Cup 

Once brewed, the beautiful fragrance will grab your attention first, with fresh nectarine and white florals hinting at 

the delicate and complex cup that awaits. On the palate, soft, sweet blueberry and nectarine are light and refined. 

Floral qualities continue with lavendar and jasmine. Lactic processing embraces a distinct but delicately refined acidity, 

while flavour is delivered with a velvety body. The finish will linger and delight: a lasting elegance that is a trademark 

of our Masterpiece coffees. So sip, close your eyes, and take yourself on a journey to the lush mountains of Colombia.

The Process

During the harvest, the team of woman pickers carefully select cherries which fall within their tight picking specifi-

cation. The cherries are then transferred to the mill and processed with the desired flavour profile in mind. For your 

Masterpiece, we chose a coffee that was processed using their Lactic process. This kind of fermentation is classified 

as ‘Anaerobic’ as oxygen has minimal interaction with the cherry. Once the cherries arrive at the mill, they are hand 

sorted and placed in sealed tanks. With no oxygen involved, bacteria feed on carbohydrates present in the mucilage 

favoring a higher concentration of Lactic Acid, creating a unique profile in the cup. Fermented cherries are then trans-

ferred to a mechanical dryer before being shade dried for a further 10-15 days. 

MASTERPIECE SUBSCRIPTION
One exceptional coffee every month.

  Our Masterpiece Subscription is a promise to send you the rarest and most celebrated coffees in the world. In March, 

you will receive a coffee with few rivals: La Palma & El Tucan Geisha. This phenomenal farm has redefined the 

boundaries of coffee production through a combination of ecotourism, environmental preservation, and a relentless 

exploration of rare varietals and innovative process.

The Producer

Established in 2012 by Felipe Sardi and Elisa María Madriñan, La Palma & El Tucan - named for the palms and toucans 

discovered when the farm was established - sits on 45 acres of land in lush, biodiverse forest. The 45 acres are split 

between 10 acres of preserved land and 35 acres of cultivated coffee. The Sidra, SL28, Mokka and Geisha varietals are 

the focus of attention: the farm built its reputation on the cultivation of exotic varietals and incredible high-end lots. 

The business of coffee continues to exist side by side with the protection of the land and ecotourism, giving visitors 

the chance to experience a unique piece of Colombian wilderness.


